Abstract-The large amounts of available protein structures emerges the need for computational methods for protein function prediction. Predicting protein function is mainly based on finding similarities between proteins with unknown function with already annotated proteins. This may be achieved using different protein characteristics: sequences, interactions, localization, structure and or psychochemical. A lot of review papers mainly focus on sequence and psychochemical featuresbased methods. This is because sequence and psychochemical data are easy to deal with and to interpret the results, and much available compared to protein structures. However, structure-based computational methods provide additional accuracy and reliability of protein function prediction. Therefore, unlike many review papers, this paper presents an up-to-date review on the structure-based protein function prediction. The aim was to provide a recent and comprehensive review of protein structure related topics: function aspects, structural classification, databases, tools and methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Applying computer science techniques to biologybioinformatics -caused a pounce in automated prediction of protein function. Proteins are the basis of cellular life. Their importance emerged from that they significantly affect the structural and functional characteristics of living cells. Proteins may have different representations varied from its sequence to structure. Protein structures are highly complex and have a high range of variability. Identification of the protein structures and functions are most important for the treatment of diseases and drug industry. There are millions of available protein structures from many of high-throughput genome projects [1, 2] . A few numbers of these proteins have been experimentally annotated [3] . This experimental function annotation of newly discovered proteins is achieved with very small throughput and high cost [3] but using computational methods can infer the protein function with very high throughput and lower cost. Therefore, efficient and accurate computational methods for protein function prediction are highly required. Using computer science methods in order to predict protein functions is known as computational function prediction, computational function annotation or computational proteomics [4] . Most of current review papers give a little insight on the effectiveness of using protein structures in function prediction. Therefore, the aim of this review is to focus on structure-based protein function prediction. First, historical background about how the protein structures characterized, are mentioned with the latest statistics related to the depositions and the growth of the structures. Then, both leading and recent structural classifications of protein structures are reviewed. Structure comparisons and finding similarities [5] for function prediction is classified according to the level of comparison into global structure comparison-based approach and local structure comparison-based approach. Global structure comparison-based approach considers the whole protein and uses protein geometry and/or secondary structure elements (SSEs) features. Local structure comparisonbased approach considers substructures and used for finding conserved regions or predicting sites that are significant in deriving protein function. Finally for both approaches, popular besides recent databases, online servers, tools and methodologies are reviewed in terms of accuracy and limitations.
Most of computational protein function prediction research methodology begins with one of two directions: studying how to find an effective protein representation method or proposing an accurate algorithmic prediction method. Regarding proposing a protein representation, it mostly starts with testing it on a benchmark and rarely on newly-built dataset related to a certain function prediction aspect. Testing may be accomplished using certain classifier such as the frequently used classifier SVM as it is easier to implement and proved to be powerful classifiers for protein function prediction. However, its disadvantages are that they give little information about the patterns learned and couldn't be generalized to other datasets than used in their training, or different classifiers. Besides, representation proposal may be extended to include combinations of the proposed representation and other published representations that proved their efficiency in prediction. If the proposed representation achieved an improvement, tests may be extended to other datasets or even other aspects of protein function prediction. Regarding the direction of proposing a prediction algorithmic method, it may be a combination of known classifiers as the performance of ensemble machine learning approaches is much better than the performance of the individual learning algorithm, or proposing new one. The method usually utilizes available protein representations. If the proposed method proved its efficiency, tests may be extended to different datasets or other aspects of protein function prediction to investigate the method significance. Fig. 1 summarizes protein function prediction framework. The huge amount of biological data has to be stored, analyzed, and retrieved. Protein databases are categorized as primary or structural [6] . Primary protein databases contain protein sequences. Example of these databases is SWISS-PROT [7] . SWISS-PROT annotates the sequences as well as describing the protein functions. Structural databases contain molecular structures. The protein data bank PDB [8] is the main database for three dimensional structures of molecules specified by X-ray crystallography and NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance). The PDB entries contain the atomic coordinates, and other structural atomic and secondary structure elements related attributes. The first bio-macromolecular NMR structure was archived on 1989. Fig. 2 shows the yearly growth in PDB structures. The world wide PDB (http://wwpdb.org/) published statistics showing the PDB structures that are deposited by year (Fig. 2 ) and current PDB holdings by year (Fig. 4) . 
II. PROTEIN STRUCTURAL CLASSIFICATIONS
There are two major leading structural classifications of proteins: SCOP [9] and CATH [10] . The concept of protein structural classes was reported by Levitt and Chothia [11] , which grouped proteins based on their predominant secondary structural element. Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) database (http://scop.berkeley.edu/) structurally classifies proteins into four levels of hierarchical classification: structural class, fold, super family and family based on the structural and evolutionary relationships. It is based on the manual classification therefore, its classification is considered accurate. However, an extended version of SCOP is now available [12] to automatically classify structures with maintaining the same accuracy level. The CATH domain structure database: The four main levels of CATH (http://www.cathdb.info/) classification are C for protein class, A for architecture, T for topology and H for homologous superfamily. The classification is based on the secondary structure, composition, orientation and/or connectivity. However, a recent improvement to family classification is applied in CATH [13] .
Recently, a structural classification of loops in proteins (ArchDB) [14] and an evolutionary classification of protein domains (ECOD) [15] are presented. Unlike structural classification that assumes proteins to be evolutionarily related according to homology, ECOD (http://prodata.swmed.edu/ecod/) uniquely focuses on remote homology that is difficult to detect. ECOD classified more than 107,000 PDB structures and is weekly updated to include new released PDB structures. 
III. STRUCTURE-BASED FUNCTION PREDICTION METHODS
Proteins functions are related to their structural role or enzymatic role [16] . The structural role is related to forming the cell shape. The enzymatic role is related to help in accomplishing chemical reactions, signal movement in and out of the cell and transportation of different kind of molecules like antibodies, structural binding elements, and movement-related motor elements. The computational approaches predict the function of a given protein by searching for similarities between its structure and other functionally annotated proteins using different techniques. Hence, the functional annotation of the most similar protein is transferred to the query protein.
Aiming at predicting functions of proteins, analyzing protein structures that belong to a certain functional class, help in deriving specific structural features that are highly conserved within this functional class. These structural features can then be studied to identify classes of a new protein structure as well as its function. Annotating proteins is the primary goal of function prediction computational methods. Therefore, the available biological knowledge should be in a form that is applicable with computational processing. Different annotations are used to describe proteins function: enzyme commission (EC) numbers [17] and Gene ontology consortium (GO) [18] . EC numbers [17] use four digits for enzyme classification based on the reactions they catalyze. GO [18] describes protein functions with respect to its molecular function, biological process, and cellular component. In some cases, prediction of other protein properties may help in inferring and understanding its function like subcellular localization; which means where a protein resides in a cell [19] and fold recognition; as proteins having similar structural folds may share the same functions.
With the availability of protein structures having experimented annotations, predicting protein function by finding structural similarity between them and the protein structures that functionally un-annotated becomes possible even if their sequences are not similar [20] . Structure-based protein function prediction methods are based on identifying similarity between a protein with no knowledge about its function and one or set of proteins with known function using structural features. These computational methods are based on statistical, datamining and/or machine learning techniques [21] [22] [23] . In the following subsections, we will review recent tools and computational methods for structure comparison and function prediction. The essential step related to any of proteins function prediction methods is how the protein should be effectively represented. Effective representations improve the prediction accuracy and minimize the information loss. Structure-based function prediction approaches can be categorized according to the level of protein structure comparison into global structure comparison-based approach or local structure comparison-based approach. Global structure comparison based approaches are mainly based on proteins atoms coordinate or secondary structure elements. While, local structure comparison based approaches are mainly based on the surface shape. For more reviews of function prediction approaches see [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
There are online servers available for predicting protein function from structure. ProFunc [30] is a protein biochemical function prediction server (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/ProFunc/). It applies various methods, including fold matching, residue conservation, and 3D functional templates. Then, a list of the probable functions in terms of GO annotations is provided. Recently, I-TASSER [31] (Iterative Threading ASSEmbly Refinement) was ranked the best for function prediction in CASP9 (critical assessment of protein structure prediction) [32] experiment. The server, which is available at (http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/) is aiming to implement the state-of-the-art structure and function prediction algorithms in order to provide the most accurate results.
A. Global-Structure Comparison-based Approach
This approach is based on analyzing the whole protein structure and find relations to other protein structures with known function [33] . Then, this relation is used to predict the functions of functionally un-annotated proteins. Finding similarities between pairwise or multiple protein structures requires structural comparison which may require alignment technique [34, 35] . This is will not be achieved without developing an efficient proteins structure representation. Therefore, globalstructure comparison-based approaches are divided into two categories based on the protein structural representation. They may be based on proteins geometric [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] or secondary structure elements (SSEs) [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] .
Regarding methods that based on protein geometry, the much known structural alignment methods are DALI [44] and CE [43] . In DALI or Distance-matrix ALIgnment each protein is represented as a 2D matrix storing intra molecular distance. CE or Combinatorial Extension method represents a protein as a set of Cα distances between eight consecutive residues. Different methods [40] [41] were proposed which perform faster with high accuracy levels than DALI and CE. They apply dynamic programming like ALYDYN [41] and TM-align [42] . CLICK [40] is a tool which capable of using other structural features besides protein coordinates to align structures by matching cliques of residues.
Regarding methods based on SSEs, the much known structural alignment methods are SSAP [50] (or Sequential Structure Alignment Program) and VAST [51] (Vector Alignment Search Tool). Recently, TS-AMIR [46] [48] . Table  1 presents both popular and recent tools and their URLs. Recently, advanced tools were proposed for macromolecular complexes. Examples of geometry-based tools are TopMatch [39] and TopSearch [36] and contact area difference score web server (CAD-score) [37] . Example of SSEs-based tools is VAST+ [45] . Several tools are reviewed in [52] . [54] http://source.rcsb.org/jfatcatserver/ TM-ALIGN [42] http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/TMalign/ SSAP [50] http://v3-4.cathdb.info/cgi-bin/SsapServer.pl VAST+ [45] http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/VAST/ vast.shtml deconSTRUCT [47] http://epsf.bmad.bii.astar.edu.sg/struct_server.html
The widely used protein representation is based on atom-coordinates. Such representation mainly uses Cα atoms which known as protein backbone, to represent the whole protein structure rather than using all atoms to lower the computational complexity. Each protein can be transformed into a matrix of distances between all its Cα atoms which is known as distance matrix. Since it has been used with DALI, different variations of distance matrix are still being proposed. Examples of these variations are: Contact maps [55, 56] and Cutoff Scanning Matrix (CSM) [57] . Contact map is a matrix contains Boolean values representing pairwise inter residue contact for a protein structure. The matrix values are determined according to a threshold distance. Bhavani et al. [58] used contact maps to predict protein folds. Based on triangle subdivision method and using decision tree for binary classification, they correctly predicted EFhand-like and cytochrome fold with accuracy of 96% and 79%, respectively. CSM [57] is a distance based protein structure representation which generates feature vector that represents distance patterns between protein residues using different threshold values. Adding other features to CSM resulted in new protein representation, PSM-C [59] . PSM-C builds the protein feature vector by including inter-residue angle and distance patterns. PSM-C representation achieved accuracy levels higher than CSM (10% in average) in predicting superfamily and family and in discriminating enzyme proteins using Random Forest. Table 2 summarizes the results obtained.
Some limitations of distance matrix are its sensitivity to the parameters and its high dimensionality. Wavelets were proposed to reduce the distance matrix dimensionality [60] and extract features [61] . Marsolo and Ramamohanarao [60] reduce the dimensionality of protein structure by generating a feature vector of approximation coefficients by applying 2-dimensional wavelet decomposition of the distance matrix which allows fast retrieval of similar structures. An average accuracy of 87% was achieved at SCOP superfamily level using a k-d tree and a 10-nearest-neighbor on a dataset consists of 33,000 proteins. Recently, Mirceva et al. [61] performed different wavelet transforms on the protein distance matrix and found that Daubechies2 wavelet gives the highest retrieval accuracy of 91.3%. 
B. Local-Structure Comparison-Based Approach
Local-structure comparison-based approach differs from the previous approach that only substructures are analyzed. This includes finding motifs or conserved regions in proteins sharing the same function which is significant in function analysis. It also includes finding specific regions related to functions called protein functional sites such as binding sites [62] . Examples of the recent online resources for substructures databases are BioLiP database [63] and ProBiS [64] . PDB doesn't present all biologically relevant ligands. Therefore, BioLiP database is developed for biologically relevant ligand-protein interactions. It includes manual verification phase. The latest version of BioLiP (Feb 27, 2015) includes 308,776 entries. Each entry is annotated using ligand-binding, residues, EC numbers, GO terms. ProBiS database contains nearly 420 million searchable pre-calculated pairwise alignments. It includes over 37600 locally structurally aligned non-redundant PDB structures to all other proteins. The sever is also used to identify functionally significant binding-site residues, detect weak similarities in proteins with non-similar folds, deriving functional annotation, finding similar binding- Motif finding can be achieved by different methodologies. These include representing motifs based on SSEs features [49] , representing proteins as graphs and motifs as sub-graphs [68] , transforming the structure coordinates into alphabet sequences [69] , representing motif using distance matrix [70] or based on structure spatial arrangement [71] .
ProSMoS server [49] or protein structure motif search (http://prodata.swmed.edu/ProSMoS/) used SSE types, connectivity, coordinates, interactions type to search for a motif. Jia et al. [68] applied graph algorithm, AProximate Graph Mining (APGM), to find repeated sub-graphs and hence conserved substructures and achieved an accuracy of 78%. Ku and Hu [69] used sequence-based tool to find motifs after transforming protein structure coordinates into alphabet sequences. A Distance matrix is also used by [70] to represent the spatial structure of the domain which is the functional unit of the whole protein, and perform fast domain classification with an accuracy of 90%. Based on spatial arrangements, Rahimi et al. [71] searched for the representative motif for each EC number.
Regarding sites prediction, these substructures may have a similar surface shape. Therefore, identifying unknown functional sites achieved by searching for similar structures related to functional sites in proteins with known function [72, 73] . Binding sites are where proteins function by binding to another protein. Nisius et al. [74] provide a review of methods for binding site prediction in terms of accuracy and limitations. There are available web servers for site prediction. The popular one is eF-seek [67] . eF-seek search finds the similar ligand binding sites. Recently, 3DligandSite [75] , SPRITE [76] and mentioned earlier ProBiS web servers become available for binding-site prediction. 3DligandSite makes use of protein-structure prediction to model unsolved proteins. It searches for similar structures, then superimpose ligands bound to the model and used to predict the binding site. 3DligandSite provides conservation details like the predicted binding-site residues list with details of the number of ligands that they contact. SPRITE (Search for protein sites) aims to infer the functions by searching for matches in the 3D patterns of amino acid side chains based on graph theory. ProBiS offers comparison of a binding site, pairwise alignment and superimposition of PDB structures. Several structure based prediction methods were proposed to predict binding sites in proteins. They mainly based on representing proteins using shape descriptor as in [77] that identified accurately 85% of known binding sites using alpha carbon atom of each residue. 3D Zernike descriptor introduced by [78] , represents a protein structure as a series expansion of 3D functions. The advantages of using 3D Zernike that it allows fast protein structures retrieval, it is rotation invariant as no alignment is needed for protein structure comparison and it can be adjusted to the different resolutions of protein structures description [79] . For more readings in 3D Zernike descriptor, see [80] , for more moments-based descriptors see [81] . Other methods are based on structural features as in Zhao et al. [82] that made use of knowledge-based energy function and atom-type-dependent features and correctly predicted 98% of DNA binding proteins. Spin Images which also used for three-dimensional object recognition in computer vision area are proposed by [83] to represent protein surfaces as a set of two dimensional images. Moment-based descriptors have lower time complexity than graph methods and spin images. Results are summarized in Table 5 . [40] , ALYDYN [41] and TM-align [42] are example of geometry-based methods in literature that are faster with high accuracy levels than popular CE and DALI. CLICK is statistically better than DALI in terms of structure overlap. ALYDYN can align in less than 1 minute proteins with up to 250 amino acids. TM-align is faster than DALI with 20 times and CE with 4 times. However, SSEs-based methods [46, 47] are faster than geometry methods because they depend on reduced and simpler representation of proteins. TS-AMIR [46] runs hundreds of times faster than geometry based methods CE and TM-Align while maintaining the same accuracy levels. Deconstruct handles a test query data in only 2 minutes, which is faster than CE and Top Match which takes 2,915 minutes and 67 minutes, respectively. Based on the distance matrix concept, decision trees achieved range of overall accuracy from 79% to 98% (Table 2 ). The cons of distance matrix are its sensitivity to construction parameters and its high dimensionality. However, such limitations can be solved using Wavelets to reduce dimensionality and extract features. Regarding function prediction based on local structure comparison, shape descriptors which consider overall protein surface shape features achieved higher prediction accuracy than SSEs features. Surface shape based approaches are proving to be more accurate and biologically meaningful with binding and functional sites. However, they are computationally higher than utilizing the residues coordinates. Some structure based methods utilize evolutionary information with structure information to improve the accuracy of prediction. Till now, no one exact method or one exact representation can be decided to be the best for predication. Accurate and datasetindependent methods with lower computational complexity are still needed for different aspects of protein function prediction.
V. CONCLUSION
Using computational methods for the prediction of protein functions became essential. It saves much laboratory needed effort, time and cost. They may be based on any of protein characteristics, i.e. sequences or structures. However, protein functions are highly related to their structures. Therefore, structure-based function prediction methods attract a great attention. They are highly required and challenging in the function analysis of proteins. Therefore, this review provides both leading and recent structural classifications, function prediction methods, databases and tools that are based on protein structures.
